
  

Complimentary Hospitality Program 
 

Tokyo Metropolitan Government offers several complimentary programs specially tailored to 
provide overseas registered participants with various experiences of Tokyo and its vicinity; from its 
nature and culture to other attractions.  

Tokyo City Tours 
The following are free bus tours with an English-speaking guide to allow you to see some of 
Tokyo's most popular sightseeing areas. Each tour begins and ends at Grand Nikko Tokyo Daiba. 

Tour Option 1: 

Tour Option 2: 

* The number in parenthesis indicate the capacity of each tour.  
* The itineraries may be subject to change. 

All pre-congress tours will take place in the morning of Monday, December 2, prior to the start of 
Congress '19. Tour capacities are limited, book early.  
　 

How to book 
Bookings are accepted on a first-come, first-served basis. Please select only one (1) tour.  
The online booking link will be available on the Congress website in September.

Important Notices: 
Please print out and bring the confirmation e-mail which will be sent to you automatically after your 
online application is completed. The tour staff will check it as your ticket. 

Please note that participants of the Complimentary Hospitality Program may be photographed/
filmed by an authorized photographer/cameraman for the purpose of records and future Tokyo 
promotion. By registering for this Program, you agree that your image may be used and distributed 
in full/in part for the aforementioned purposes.  

 

Date AM (9:00-11:45)

Mon, 
Dec.2

T-1 Sensouji Temple (Asakusa) & TOKYO SKYTREE® (from window) (40)

Date AM (9:40-11:45)

Mon, 
Dec.2

T-2 teamLab Planets TOKYO (40)

This program is supported by Tokyo Metropolitan Government



 

Tour Option 1: Sensouji Temple (Asakusa) & TOKYO SKYTREE® (drive by) 

Venture into the heart of Tokyo to take in one of the city's most beloved visitor destinations. 
Sensouji Temple is truly a historical haven in modern Tokyo, a gem from the old Edo Period 
(1603-1868). As the capital’s most famous and oldest Buddhist temple, Sensouji Temple was 
founded in 628, with its entrance noted by its famed red gates and large red lantern, Kaminari-mon 
(Thunder Gate). 

While in the area, explore the traditions of Tokyo with artisanal shops and street food stalls along 
Nakamise Street. Be sure to take a picture of TOKYO SKYTREE ®, a television broadcasting 
tower and notable landmark of Tokyo 

Tour Option 2:  teamLab Planets TOKYO 

Known as a leader of cutting-edge technology, a visit to Tokyo would not be complete without an 
opportunity to experience the ways that Japan is changing the way we experience digital 
technology.  

Join us as we visit teamLab Planets for the chance to explore a museum of interactive digital art. 
Consisting of 4 vast exhibition spaces, and 7 works of art, this tour is full of immersive exhibits 
inviting visitors to explore a world of art through sight, touch, and sound.  

N.B. Visitors will be asked to remove their shoes and socks to navigate through shallow water in 
this body immersive experience as the borders between art, technology, and the physical realm 
are blurred. 

　



teamLab, Drawing on the Water Surface Created by  
the Dance of Koi and People  Infinity, 2016--2018  
Interactive Digital Installation, Endless, Sound: Hideaki Takahashi  
© teamLab

teamLab, Floating in the Falling Universe of Flowers, 2016-2018,  
Interactive Digital Installation, Endless, Sound: Hideaki Takahashi © teamLab

teamLab, The Infinite Crystal Universe, 2018,  
Interactive Installation of Light Sculpture,  
LED, Endless, Sound: teamLab © teamLab

teamLab, Expanding Three-Dimensional Existence in Transforming Space
- Flattening 3 Colors and 9 Blurred Colors, Free Floating, 2009-2018,  
Interactive Installation, Endless, Sound: Hideaki Takahashi  
© teamLab

teamLab, Cold Life, 2014,  
Digital Work, 7 min 15 sec. (loop),  
Calligraphy: Sisyu © teamLab


